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MPY-101
M.Pharmacy I Semester Examination, June 2020

Modern Analytical Technique
Time : Three Hours

Maximum Marks : 70

Note: i) Attempt any five questions out of eight.

ii) All questions carry equal marks.

1. a) Write a detailed account on DSC (Differential Scanning Colorimeter) also add a note on the
advantages over DTA (Differential Thermal Analysis). 9

b) Discuss about the instrumentation of DTA (Differential Thermal Analysis)? 5

2. a) Explain the basic principle and instrumentation of HPLC using a diagrammatic sketch of the
instrument? 9

b) Present an exhaustive account on paper electrophoresis? 5

3. a) What is Radio Immuno Assay? Explain it’s principle practice and application in pharmacy? 7
b) Write a detailed account on ELISA techniques add a note on its application? 7

4. Write short notes on following:
a) Solvents used in NMR? 5
b) Note on Thermal Conductivity detector used in GLC? 5
c) Define chromatography and what is stationary phase and what is mobile phone? 4

5. a) Describe the instrumentation and working of FT-IR spectrophotometer? 7
b) Write a note on various types of transitions occurring in UV-Spectroscopy? 7

6. a) Discuss the principle of NMR Spectrometry? Explain why larger sample is required in the
NMR as compared to H1 NMR? 9

b) Write a note on factors influencing chemical shift in NMR? 5

7. a) What do you mean by the term Fourier transform explain how it has revolutionized the
instrumentation of Infrared spectrometry (IR). 8

b) Discuss the importance of finger print region with range? 6

8. Write a short notes on the following:
a) Give application of GC-Mass/and ESR (Electron Spin Resonance). 5
b) Auto radio grapy 5
c) Gel electrophoresis 4
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